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Recent experimental data indicate that in the ternary cold fission of 252Cf the energy of the first excited state
of the accompanying light cluster 10Be is decreased by an amount ranging between ’ 6 and 26 keV. A model
is proposed to calculate the shift of the vibrational 21
1 state in 10Be when its heavy companions are the
even-even nuclei 146Ba and 96Sr. The stiffness parameters of the b vibrations are calculated within the
self-consistent Hartree-Fock method with BCS pairing correlations taken into account, and their change is
determined by the interaction of the light cluster with the heavy fragments. The results point to a dependence
of the shift magnitude and signature on the relative distance between the three clusters and their mutual
orientation. Eventually it is the anharmonic perturbation of the spherical vibrator which is responsible for
obtaining a negative energy shift of the 21
1 state.
PACS number~s!: 21.60.Gx, 21.60.Jz, 24.75.1i, 25.85.CaRecently, the spontaneous ternary fission of 252Cf, accom-
panied by 10Be in a rather excited state, has been observed in
two different experiments. In the first one, the prompt g-ray
emission was investigated in the spontaneous hot fission of
252Cf, performed with the aid of the 4p Darmstadt-
Heidelberg Crystal Ball spectrometer @1#. An interesting ob-
servation was that some of the g quanta associated with the
deexcitation of the first excited level in 10Be apparently are
emitted from a resting source. It was concluded that the life-
time of the 21
1 level in 10Be, which is 125 fs according to
@2#, should be smaller than the lifetime of the ternary fission
mode. It was also noted that the existence of a ternary sciss-
ion barrier, which is penetrated by the three fragments after
such a large time, is linked with the existence of a molecular-
type of nuclear structure.
Later on a similar observation has been made for the cold
limit of the same spontaneous decay process with the Gam-
masphere consisting of 72 detectors @3#. The g ray from the
first 21 state in 10Be, observed in coincidence with the g
rays of the fission partners 146Ba and 96Sr, exhibits no Dop-
pler shift. In addition, it was observed that the energy value
of the 21
1 state in such a quasibound configuration is lowered
by 6 keV compared to the value compiled for the free con-
figuration (Eg53368.03 keV! @4#. Very recently the value
compiled by Ajzenberg-Selove was confirmed experimen-
tally, with a slight modification (Eg53368.3460.43 keV!,
using the reaction 9Be(d ,pg)10Be at Ed51.0 MeV @5#. After
reanalyzing the data, obtained with the Gammasphere, more
splittings were discovered, e.g., 99Y1142Cs and 108Mo
1134Te, with energy shifts 16 keV and 26 keV, respectively
@6#. The enhancement of the shift when moving towards
sphericity was qualitatively motivated by the largest overlap
of the 10Be nucleus with the spherical fragment, which has
the tendency to decrease the average spacing \v of the har-
monic oscillator shells.
The scope of this Rapid Communication is to attempt an
explanation of the above recent experimental investigations
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1 state in 10Be using a molecular model
for the ternary cold fission as presented earlier @7,8#. Accord-
ing to the molecular scenario, the ternary cold fission of
252Cf is a process consisting in the decay of a quasibound
molecular structure in which the heavier fragments are al-
most collinear and the light particle ~e.g., a , 3Li, 10Be, or
12C), which is responsible for the quasimolecular bonding, is
orbiting in the neighborhood of the equatorial region. This is
similar to the case encountered in molecular physics, where,
in a linear or nonlinear chain of three atoms, the central atom
ensures two bondings with the eccentric atoms @9#. Although
we deal with a dynamical process, we adopt in this paper an
adiabatic approach, such that the energy shift will not depend
on the history of the decay process and will adjust slowly to
the value of the main fission variable, i.e., the elongation of
the dinuclear subsystem, formed from two heavier clusters.
For a given configuration of the three clusters composing the
giant nuclear molecule, we write the static energy as the sum
of the deformation energies and their mutual potentials:
E ternary5(
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3
Vi j~ri j ,$b% i ,$b% j!. ~1!
By ri j we denote the reciprocal distance between the clusters
i and j, and $b i% represents the deformation of cluster i,
whose multipolar components are the quadrupole b2, octu-
pole b3, and hexadecupole b4 deformations. The above an-
satz is similar to the total energy of the system at the scission
point considered in Ref. @10# for binary fission. The refer-
ence is made with respect to the energy of three infinitely
distant fragments in their ground states.
In order to compute the deformation energy, we resort to
the self-consistent Hartree-Fock method with BCS pairing
correlations ~HF1BCS! following the scheme presented in
Refs. @11,12# for a free nucleus. For that we first determine
the equilibrium deformation by seeking the HF minimum
and then compute the deformation energy curve by con-
straining its quadrupole moment. In principle one should also
constrain over higher multipole moments (Q3 ,Q4 , . . . ). In©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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the quadrupole moment Q2, the octupole and hexadecupole
moments Q3 , Q4, respectively, have the same values as
those obtained upon minimization. In what follows we em-
ploy as deformation variable for the ith cluster the quadru-
pole deformation b2i[b i(i51,2,3). The deformation en-
ergy for the light cluster 3 resembles very much a vibrator
with a small cubic anharmonicity for not too large departures
from the spherical equilibrium position:
Edef~b3!5
1
2 C2b3
21C3b3
3
, ~2!
where the stiffness parameters have the numerical values,
C257.688 MeV and C3522.855 MeV, obtained upon in-
terpolating the Hartree-Fock deformation curve.
Then, for a given configuration, which should correspond
to a precise point on the fission path, the static energy of the
quasimolecule must have a minimum with respect to varia-
tions in the deformations @10#, i.e.,
]E ternary
]b i
50, ~ i51,2,3 !. ~3!
Since we are interested only in determining the collective
spectrum of the 10Be subsystem of the quasibound system
252Cf, we write its Hamiltonian in the form
H3
(qb)5H3
(free)1V13~r13 ,b1 ,b3!1V23~r23 ,b2 ,b3!, ~4!
where the exponent ~qb! stands for the quasibound case,
whereas ~free! denotes the case when 10Be is not under the
influence of external forces.
In the free case, the quantized form of the third cluster
Hamiltonian reads
Hˆ 3
(free)52
\2
2B
]2
]b3
2 1Edef~b3!, ~5!
where the effective mass parameter is computed from the
experimental values of B(E2,011→211) @13# and the energy
of the 21
1 state @14#
B5
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When the interaction between the light cluster, 3, and the
heavy clusters, 1 and 2, is turned on, the effective deforma-
tion energy ~2! will be modified. To make the problem trac-
table we expand this interaction with respect to the deforma-
tion of the third cluster b3, keeping at the same time the
deformations of the heavier cluster, b1 and b2, freezed. For
small values of the deformation, using the mimization con-
dition ~3!, we get04160V13~b3!1V23~b3!’S 11 12! b32 ]2]b32 1 13! b33 ]
3
]b3
3D
3@V13~0 !1V23~0 !# . ~7!
In the above equation, we omitted the dependence on the
intercluster distance and the deformation of the heavier part-
ner, which enter as parameters. Accordingly, the terms mul-
tiplying the square and the cube of b3 in the above expan-
sion have to be added to the stiffness parameters C2 and C3,
respectively, entering in Eq. ~2!, in order to get the expres-
sion of the anharmonic vibrational Hamiltonian in the quasi-
bound configuration. We are then left to derive the spectrum
of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator with a small cubic
anharmonic perturbation. Applying the stationary perturba-
tion theory in the second-order approximation @15#, we ob-
tain, for the difference between the energy of the 21
1 state
and the ground state, the expression
\v21
1
(qb)
5\vH 12 152 C382\v S \Bv D 3J , ~8!
where \v corresponds to the energy level difference for the
unperturbed harmonic oscillator, i.e.,
\v5AC28B , ~9!
FIG. 1. The energy shift of the 21
1 state ~upper panel! and total
potential energy (V131V23) of 10Be ~lower panel! as a function of
the z-component of the position of the third cluster. The origin of
the coordinate system coincides with the center of mass of cluster 1.
The above mentioned dependence is plotted for three values of x3:
0 fm ~full line!, 1.5 fm ~dashed line!, and 2 fm ~dotted line! and the
fixed distance between clusters 1 and 2: r12515.77 fm. It is worth-
while to notice the location of the minima of the two plotted quan-
tities at almost the same value of z3. The experimental value of the
energy shift is sketched by a thin straight line at 26 keV.2-2
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and cubic potential terms. Then, the energy shift dE21 of the
first 21 state is obtained by simply subtracting from \v211
(qb)
the quantum energy of the free, noninteracting case, which
has the same expression as Eq. ~8!, C2,38 being traded for
C2,3 .
In Figs. 1–3 we represented, for different distances be-
tween the heavy clusters, r12 , the energy shift of the 21
1
state, in the case of the splitting 146Ba196Sr110Be, as a
function of the location of the light cluster on the molecular
z axis ~upper panel!. In the lower panel, the sum V131V23 of
the interactions between clusters 1 and 3 and between clus-
ters 2 and 3, is plotted. The heavy fragments were supposed
to have their symmetry axes aligned. An interesting fact,
which becomes apparent from the inspection of these figures,
is the close proximity between the location of the minima of
the two sets of curves, which may suggest that the lowest
value of the energy shift is obtained in the case where the
light cluster is located on, or very close to, the electronuclear
saddle curve. In Ref. @16#, the electronuclear saddle point
was assigned to the position on the fission ~molecular! axis
where the combined Coulomb and nuclear forces exerted by
the heavy fragments on the light cluster cancel each other,
and the potential along the same axis has relative minima.
Moving off the fission axis, we defined the electronuclear
saddle curve as the geometrical locus of points where the z
component of the force exerted by cluster 1 on cluster 3 is
compensated by the forces exerted by cluster 2 on cluster 3
@7#. The figures represent the calculations for tip distances
between the heavy clusters, d51.70, 2, and 2.30 fm, which
translated into intercluster distances are r12515.77, 16.07
and 16.37 fm. Outside this range the negative energy shifts
FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 for r12516.07 fm. In this case, the
energy shift has the most pronounced tendency to acquire negative
values.04160are gradually disappearing. If one makes the assumption that
the light cluster is located on the bottom of the potential
pocket, or, in quantum terms, is filling up the first state of the
quantum well produced by the interaction of the three frag-
ments, then the experimental shift, dE21526 keV, can be
reproduced if the tip distance between the heavy fragments is
confined in the interval 1.5–2.5 fm, and the cluster 10Be is
located off the fission axis at a height x3 not larger than 2 fm.
Such a configuration is compatible with the light-particle tra-
jectory in the so-called adiabatic scenario of the ternary cold
fission obtained previously by us @7#. In this scenario the
light cluster is in touch with each heavy fragment, the touch-
ing point being defined such that the densities of two nuclei
in contact are half of their central value. Expressed in more
pedestrian terms, we expect that a polarization of 10Be, con-
sistent with the observed 6 keV shift, arises in a triangular
configuration of the giant molecule rather than a linear one.
To specify even better this position one should undertake a
tunneling path calculation of the type proposed in Ref. @7#
for the a cluster. It would then be natural to make the sug-
gestion that the shift of the g quanta, whose lifetime can be
easily deduced upon comparison with the free ~not shifted!
case, is a probe for the decay time of the nuclear molecule.
In conclusion, our study, based on a molecular scenario in
which the smaller cluster is orbiting in the equatorial region
of the dinuclear subsystem formed by the heavier fragments,
points to a negative energy shift of the first 21 state in 10Be,
only for a narrow range of the distance between the two
heavy clusters, which at their turn are in a slight overlap or in
touch with the third, light cluster. Essential in our final result
was the account of the cubic anharmonicities in the vibra-
tional Hamiltonian. Repeating the calculations, and keeping
only the terms quadratic in deformation, no negative shift
was obtained.
FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1 for r12516.37 fm.2-3
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